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SUMMARY 
Motivation: Modern methods of protein secondary structure prediction, based entirely 
on protein sequences, have a very good results for “typical” α- and β-structures. But there 
are no accurate prediction methods for other types of the protein chain conformation, 
firstly for polyproline II left-helical conformation (PPII). However, PPII conformation has 
a very important biological role. New approaches of protein chain conformation 
annotation are required for adequate fold recognition and modeling.  
Results: The different conformation type fragments in the globular proteins of the 
protein databank (PDB) were analyzed. We revealed the interrelation between sequence 
and structure even for very short oligopeptides. It was found the tetrapeptides with a good 
preference of distinct types of secondary structure. It is the first method for structure 
annotation with a relatively high accuracy level (~60 %) for PPII conformation prediction. 
Availability: WEB-server containing tetrapetide structure properties databank and 
search tool: http://strand.imb.ac.ru/consol/index.html. Protein chain conformation 
prediction method: http://strand.imb.ac.ru/ssp/index.html. 
INTRODUCTION 
Modern methods of protein chain conformation analysis and prediction aimed to long-
range fragments of a protein chain, big domains and regular structure segments. There are 
now available many methods with an accuracy level of ~80 % for α-helices and β-sheets 
(King et al., 2000). However, new approaches are required that can reveals interrelation 
between sequence and secondary structure (Koehl, Levitt, 1999; Rost, 2001; Aydin et al., 
2006; Lee et al., 2006). Moreover, there are many protein chain segments with a non-
regular structure (β-turns), and there is a specific conformation of poly-L-proline-II type 
having small size of typical element (three-four residues) and absence of inner hydrogen 
bonds. It is clear now that left-helical conformation (PPII) plays an important structural 
and biological role (Blanch et al., 2000; Vlasov et al., 2001; Rath et al., 2005). So it 
seems reasonable to analyze conformational properties of short chain fragments and 
design a prediction algorithm for non-regular conformations. We try in our work to 
summarized conformation properties of short oligopeptides (di-, tri- and tetrapeptides) of 
globular proteins from PDB to select oligopeptides with stable (predictable) 
conformations. 
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METHODS AND ALGORITHMS 
The relative content for different types of conformations in globular proteins was 
estimated and a big ratio of left-handed helical segments was shown. We analyzed 
conformation properties of oligopeptides, and shows existence of tetrapeptides with good 
preference of distinct structure type: α-, β- and left-handed helix. 
We propose a new method for secondary structure prediction based on oligopeptide 
conformation properties. This method decomposes sequence under analysis into 
overlapping tetrapeptides, and each residue is present in four tetrapeptide fragments. For 
example, the D residue at the sequence ARNDCEV occurs in ARND, RNDC, NDCE and 
DCEV tetrapeptides. We estimate the probability with which this residue (D), from the 
above sample sequence, forms a particular structure, using a simple additive scheme: 
P(struct) D = ¼( PARND   + PRNDC + PNDCE + PDCEV), 
there  P(struct)ARND , P(struct)RNDC, P(struct)NDCE and P(struct)DCEV  are frequencies 
with which residue (D) forms a particular structure in corresponding tetrapeptides in all 
globular proteins of PDB. 
IMPLEMENTATIONS AND RESULTS 
The special database ConSOL (Conformation Statistic of Oligopeptides) was created 
and corresponding WEB-service was design. This relational database containing 
information about tetrapeptide structure preferences: occurrence in globular protein 
chains, frequencies of three main structure types (α-, β- and left helix) separately for 
every position (1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th residue) and common oligopeptide structure 
description (such as “all-α” or “mixed-β-and-left-helical”).  
Using the test subset of distantly related proteins whose secondary structure was 
determined with a high accuracy, we estimates average values of the prediction accuracy 
for main three types of secondary structures: 
•  α-helices: ~ 72 %, 
•  β-sheets: ~ 70 %, 
•  PPII conformation: ~65 %. 
ConSOL server and a new method of secondary structure prediction are described in 
(Vlasov et al., 2005). 
DISCUSSION 
We suggest that even short sequence segments (tetrapeptides) provide sufficient 
information for predicting protein chain conformation. Our aim was to investigate 
structural preference of short oligopeptides, and in contrast to common prediction 
schemes, we use the observed conformational preferences without additional rules or 
parameters. In our approach, at the first time good prediction for poly-L-proline-II 
structure was obtained. Although empirical rules may improve formal prediction results, 
it would obscure the described sequence-structural biases and, therefore, we have   
not done this.  
The ConSOL database will be useful to protein design and analysis of peptide chain 
conformations. It is possible now to compare conformation preferences of short peptide 
fragments and select oligopetides of specific conformation type. Analysis of most 
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structure-stable oligopeptides may contribute to understanding how amino acid 
substitutions may affect a protein chain local conformation.  
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